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Key Benefits

• Quickly pinpoints and consolidates needed content with easy search and find
• Searches across email, file folders, and Microsoft SharePoint with optional module
• Reduces server space and storage costs through improved production storage management
• Improves email oversight and security with easy-to-use, central policy management
• Minimizes administration with policies set at the file, server, and user level
• Ensures compliance by protecting data in a nonalterable, searchable database

Access critical information with easy search and find capabilities.

A robust search tool puts the right information at your fingertips, right when you need it. This real-time access to specific email and attachments limits risk in time-sensitive situations, enabling your IT, compliance, and legal teams to save a great deal of research time—and money—up front.

• Quickly identify, compile, and aggregate search results on massive data stores with full-text indexing, keyword and key phrase searching, and a simple-to-navigate interface
• Simultaneously access archived messages directly from Microsoft® Outlook, Lotus Notes, and Novell GroupWise clients; Microsoft Outlook Web Access (OWA), Domino Web Access (DWA), and Lotus iNotes; web browsers; offline archiving; and smartphones and other mobile devices
• Meet auditable compliance requirements and search relevant files for eDiscovery as needed thanks to folder-based retention as well as legal hold policies, which can be applied system-wide or to individual users

Easily Manage Email to Improve Costs, Performance, and Compliance

As the use of email continues to grow—a recent study predicted that 143 billion business emails will be sent each day in 2016—the problem of using email as de facto storage, often for redundant or unwanted data, is taking its toll. Over time, email performance is degraded and its complexity increases, and the application requires more management, creates compliance and legal risks, and drives up IT costs. EVault® Content Archiving, a complete cloud-based or onsite archiving solution with advanced storage and search capabilities, enables you to improve email performance, lower IT costs, and streamline IT governance.
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Keep Pace with Rapid Data Growth While Lowering Storage Costs

EVault Content Archiving shrinks your overall data storage footprint to lower total cost of ownership (TCO). Once archived, emails and attachments are automatically deleted from mail server mailboxes according to your preset rules-based processes.

- **Reduce Exchange, Domino, and GroupWise Email Server storage by up to 90 percent**—Fast response-automated stubbing and one-click restores enable users to quickly retrieve emails and attachments from the archive.
- **Reduce archiving storage requirements by up to 75 percent**—Features include completely automated file compression, single instance storage (SIS) for emails and attachments on all servers and clusters, Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM) for offloading data to various cost-effective storage tiers, and an integrated spam filter.
- **Gain unlimited agility with Seagate cloud storage**—Regardless of how many users you add, how fast email volumes grow, or how long you need to retain data, you receive uninterrupted and unlimited scalability, transparently and cost-effectively responding to changing demands.

Improve Efficiency and IT Governance with Streamlined Management

EVault Content Archiving deploys quickly—no onsite installation or maintenance required—and its web-based interface makes it easy for IT staff to establish and enforce retention policies and set user access.

- Create and apply policies for departments, groups, or individuals with extremely granular archiving settings (from message-only to envelope archiving)
- Allocate multiple storage destinations for cost-effective hierarchical storage
- Easily monitor storage space and other critical processes via automated alerts
- Protect against intentional and unintentional deletion
- Use preset permissions to ensure only approved archived email can be instantly retrieved
- Filter spam and other irrelevant content so you archive only what’s important

EVault Content Archiving also eliminates the time-consuming task of managing inbox storage quotas.
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Deploy a Flexible, Scalable Archiving Solution Across Your Organization

EVault Content Archiving can securely and cost-effectively meet your organization’s archiving and eDiscovery needs regardless of your company’s size, IT environment, and archiving requirements. Deploy it as a cloud-based; no additional software or database purchases are required. EVault Content Archiving deploys easily into any IT infrastructure and is built with a flexible architecture to adapt to future IT environments. It also works with all popular email systems and platforms, and supports all common storage platforms. EVault Content Archiving will thrive in your IT environment for as long as you require access to archived email.

Enjoy World-Class Seagate Customer Service

Seagate offers you in-depth data backup, recovery, and archiving support. Our experts are with you every step of the way, whether you need us to guide your deployment, service your everyday operations, or, if things go really wrong, act as your first responder 24x7x365. No wonder Seagate customers give us one of the highest satisfaction ratings in the industry—98+ percent—year after year.

Supported Applications and Platforms

• Microsoft Exchange 5.5, 2000–2010
• Outlook 2011, Mac
• IBM Domino 6.5 and higher
• Novell GroupWise 7.x and higher
• Office 365 Email
• Google Apps Premier Edition
• Linux and Unix-based servers including Scalix, PostFix, PostPath, Sendmail, Kerio, Qmail, Imail, and Sun Server

Take the Next Step

To learn more about Seagate hybrid cloud solutions, visit www.seagate.com/cloud-backup.